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+13067285535 - https://web.aw.ca/en/locations/#2305/melville/melville

A comprehensive menu of A&w Canada from Melville covering all 16 menus and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about A&w Canada:
The food here is always fast and its breakfast is well prepared. They can never go wrong with their pommes!
Only complaint is the coffee needs a little help, but I think that is most common A read more. The place also

offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in pleasant weather, and there is free WiFi. The rooms on
site are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What

User doesn't like about A&w Canada:
First of all, it was like 50°c in this location when I was there Thursday May 4 2023 at 7:40pm. No soap in the
bathroom, food took 14 minutes for 1 uncle burger and 1 buddy chicken. The bacon on the uncle was RAW, I
tossed the bacon out and ate the burger anyway. That was a mistake. I 'm a trucker and 2 hours later nature

called every 30 minutes until 2am. Didn 't get very many miles, or sleep in that night. Thanks a... read more. At
A&w Canada from Melville, there are scrumptious sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks for quick hunger
in between, as well as hot and cold drinks, Likewise, the customers of the restaurant prefer the large selection of
various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment provides. Most menus are prepared in a short time

for you and served, In the morning they serve a varied breakfast here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ROOT BEER

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

Breade� Specia� Roll�
APPLES

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

CHEESE

BACON

PORK MEAT

ONION
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